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share their thoughts on
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Fort Chipewyan RCMP ATV Safety
initiative

Fort Chipewyan RCMP have launched an all-terrain
vehicle (ATV) safety campaign and enhanced
enforcement initiative.
The initiative is in response to an increased number of
complaints the RCMP have received from the
community regarding improper ATV use, including a
serious injury collision.
With the summer ATV riding season in full swing, this
serves as a reminder for the continued need to focus
on ATV safety.

Wood Buffalo RCMP are returning their community
presence on mountain bikes throughout the region.
Sgt. Sabrina Clayton and Cpl. Chris Kosack are both
Police Mountain Bike course instructors in Wood
Buffalo, and worked hard to get 14 officers trained to
ride this summer.
The goal is to increase police presence throughout the
region allowing for more community contact, increased
youth engagement and will also get the officers into
areas that are not accessible by police vehicles.

Wood Buffalo SIU
The Wood Buffalo RCMP has
a new unit focused on
investigations into sexual
assault and domestic
violence.
The Specialized Investigative
Unit (SIU) started in January
2022 and was pioneered by
Cpl. Miranda Williams.
The unit reviews sexual
assault files that come to the
detachment. Williams said the
unit will either support the
officers investigating the file or
take over the investigation if
the incident is more
complicated.
The unit is made up of one
corporal and six constables.
Williams said she worked on
bringing in improvements for
years, after reviewing
domestic violence files and
seeing gaps.
She made a pitch for an SIU
unit out of Fort McMurray after
seeing a successful program
from Grande Prairie.
"I wanted those investigations
to be better and to do better
for the clients," said Williams.
FULL ARTICLE
(https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/d
omestic-violence-sexual-assault-wood-buffalorcmp-waypoints-1.6457320)
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2022 Statistics
January 1 – June 30, 2022
Anzac:
Total Criminal Code Offences -30
Total Calls for Service – 116
Janvier:
Total Criminal Code Offences - 266
Total Calls for Service – 577

DRUGS
On Jan. 25, 2022, a warrant was executed in the
Timberlea area of Fort McMurray following a drug
trafficking investigation led by the Wood Buffalo Drug
Section in conjunction with the Edmonton Alberta Law
Enforcement Response Team (ALERT). The warrant was

Fort McKay:

carried out with the assistance of the Wood

Total Criminal Code Offences –63

Buffalo RCMP, Crime Reduction Unit and RCMP Police

Total Calls for Service – 203

Dog Services. During the course of the investigation,

Conklin:

police seized approximately 616 grams of suspected

Total Criminal Code Offences – 49
Total Calls for Service – 166
Gregoire Lake:
Total Criminal Code Offences – 37
Total Calls for Service – 113
Fort Chipewyan:
Total Criminal Code Offences – 207
Total Calls for Service – 448
Fort McMurray:
Total Criminal Code Offences – 3405
Total Calls for Service - 11417

Cocaine, over $41,460.00 in Canadian currency, two
firearms, ammunition, and other drug trafficking
paraphernalia. As a result of the investigation seven
individuals were charged.
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TRAFFIC
National Impaired Driving Enforcement Day was on
May 22, 2022. Wood Buffalo RCMP conducted
check stops around the municipality that resulted
in:

•
•
•
•
•

3 x Immediate Road Side Failures
2 x Immediate Road Side Warn
1 x IRS Novice
6 x Violation Tickets
2 x Warnings

Operation Cold Start - January 31 to February 6, 2022
Wood Buffalo Crime Reduction Unit conducted a project aimed at proactively seeking out idling vehicles left
unattended and make contact with the owner to educate them on the risks associated with leaving their
vehicles idling. RCMP identified 36 vehicles left idling with keys, and 68 vehicles left idling without keys.
Interactions with the owners included entering open businesses, residential door knocks and waiting outside
convenience stores. Everyone appreciated the reminders.

NATIONAL INDIGENOUS
PEOPLES DAY – JUNE 21, 2022
To celebrate National Indigenous Peoples
Day and the summer solstice, Wood Buffalo
RCMP held a pipe ceremony and
smudging to move toward Truth and
Reconciliation. Pipe ceremonies were used
in the past to conduct negotiations
between nations, where participants could
be truthful, respectful and abide by
decisions made during the ceremony.

